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Welcome to our 20/21 Collection. 
We’ve got the details covered: 
technical materials with functional 
purpose, delivered in rich color 
palettes and understated branding – 
Gear for Alpine Living.
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MOVE

For us, finding inspiration is as easy as walking out the front door and gazing up at the Swiss Alps. 

Our garments exude the simplicity and intricate detail of the mountains that surround us.  
The combination of high performance fabrics and an understated aesthetic means that FW apparel  
is highly versatile—technology that is able to withstand formidable weather in the high Alpine  
delivered with modern cuts, minimalist branding and rich colour palettes. 

FW’s progressive obsession to synergize style and technology reflects years of years  
of exhaustive research, development and testing in the heart of the Alps.

GEAR FOR ALPINE LIVING

MOVE FORWARD. This action defines our brand in two ways: First, our progressive garments  
are suited to explore our Alpine home — keeping you warm, dry and comfortable as you move  

step by step toward a new objective. 

Second, our unwavering commitment to innovation, sustainability improvements  
and design solutions — always with the synergy of functional detailing with performance fabrics. 

Our gear is thoughtfully crafted for those who share our passion for nature. Join the FW movement  
and experience what our collection has to offer.
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We incorporate less impactful materials that have proven to be both durable and functional. 

Because a garment’s total environmental impact is related to how long it lasts, FW offers a robust repair 
service to further extend the life of our products. As part of our forward-thinking mission, we always aim 
to repair rather than replace, as we seek to keep our products out of landfill. 

FW is a proud member of 1% for the Planet. One percent of our sales directly support non-profit 
organizations that serve the environment we love. Through research, cash donations and volunteering, 
we collaborate with 1% for the Planet to move FORWARD and instigate positive change.

FORWARD THINKING

This is Sara Asmoarp. In her role as FW’s Quality & Sustainability Manager, Sara is deeply involved with 
both the product development team and our production chain. 

At FW, we understand the product life cycle deeply and meld the highest standards of quality and 
durability to FW’s Sustainability goals. We collaborate with our partners, 1% for the Planet, AIR coop, 

and Protect Our Winters to bring forward thinking action and activism to the forefront of FW sales and 
communications. Our stance on Sustainability is an open-ended conversation, we continue to research, 

and incorporate circular business models and less impactful materials into our garments - all without 
compromising the quality and functionality of FW Gear. 

SUSTAINABILITY
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The pinnacle of this new range  
is the MANIFEST Tour 3-Layer Jacket 

and Bib, each boasting premium 
waterproofing and breathability, and 
stretch characteristics for uninhibited 

movement. 

The Bib‘s soft-to-touch Cordura panels 
make uphill climbing comfortable 

and free-moving. When paired with 
our efficient puff layers—including the 

MANIFEST Hybrid Tour Hoodie and Pant—
the result is a kit that withstands even the 

harshest winter environments, keeping 
you warm, dry and comfortable without 

constant stops to change layering through 
fluctuating temperatures in the mountains.

WAY OUT BACK

All-new for the 20/21 season,  
the MANIFEST Tour garments combine 
high-end backcountry functionality with 
FW’s signature, understated aesthetic. 
This collection speaks to the pragmatic 
adventurer whose thirst for new experiences 
requires unparalleled performance.
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For the 20/21 season, the ROOT 
family‘s debut high perfromance gear 

includes the addition of the all-new 
ROOT 3L Jackets and ROOT Down 
Jackets, featured in both Men‘s and 

Women‘s styles. 

Built from a 3-Layer membrane, the 
ROOT 3L Jacket is ultra waterproof 

and breathable while maintaining the 
ROOT‘s contemporary take on classic 

style. The ROOT Down Jacket offers 
a sustainable alternative, utilizing 100% 

recycled down.

PROGRESSIVE  
OUTDOOR

We are committed to crafting outdoor gear 
that is as beautiful as it is practical.
The ROOT family epitomizes our dedication 
to versatility; the technical aspects protect  
FW fans through extreme conditions,  
all delivered in rich, tonal colour palettes  
and a modern aesthetic.
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COLOR STORY

We explore shades and tones of a rich color palette in 20/21. Delivering 
endless cross-merchandising possibilities, this collection is artfully arranged 
with ease in store and within digital retail. 

GOLDEN EARTHPRAIRIE SANDSNOW WHITE PINK FEATHER PASTEL CANYON DARK PLUM SHARP GREEN PALE LEAF DEEP FORESTLIGHTSTONE ALPINE FOREST ALPINE LAKE ICE BLUE STATE BLACKSTATE BLUEDENIM



Alpine environments are constantly in flux, and gearing up for a day in the 
mountains can be complicated. We are here to simplify. FW‘s apparel has been 
split into comprehensive product classifications from Waterproof Shells to Base 
Wear, so that you may thrive in the sun, snow and the rain.

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

WPS LTS

Waterproof Shells are designed to be 
worn as an outer-most layer—able to 
withstand the harshest environments. 

Light Shells are designed to be worn as an 
outer layer, generally in milder conditions. 

PFL MDL

Puff Layers are designed to be worn 
underneath a Waterproof Shell as a mid-

layer, providing maximum warmth.

Mid Layers are designed to be worn 
underneath a Waterproof Shell, for 

comfort and warmth. 

LSW BSW

Base Wear garments are designed to 
be worn as a first layer, directly against 

your skin, for temperature regulation and 
comfort.

Leisure Wear garments provide the utmost 
comfort and are designed to be worn 

under Mid Layers and outerwear, both on 
and off the mountain. 
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To create functional gear for Alpine living, we 
begin with considered and researched fabric 
selection. We incorporate eco-friendly materials 
where they prove to be both durable and 
functional.

FABRICS
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WPS 
3L 4 WAY  

STRETCH NYLON

WPS
DERMIZAX™ EV

WPS 
3L NYLON DULL

This 3-layer fabric is ultra waterproof and bre-
athable, and it stretches to move with your 

body. It‘s the perfect solution for our expanding 
backcountry offering: the WPS - 3l 4 way stretch 

nylon can be found in the MANIFEST Tour 3l Jkt + 
Bib. 

W/P: 20,000; MVP: 20,000G;   
DWR ; FACE: 85% NYLON, 15% SPANDEX; 

MEMBRANE: 100% HYDROPHILIC MILKY MEMBRANE; 
BACKING: 20D NYLON TRICOT

W/P 10000MM;  MVP 10000G; PFC FREE DWR;  
100% NYLON OXFORD FULL DULL, REYCLE YARN;

MEMBRANE: 100% HYDROPHILIC MILKY MEMBRANE

W/P: 10,000MM; MVP: 10,000G;  
DWR; FACE: 100% NYLON PLAIN FULL; 100% 

HYDROPHILIC MILKY MEMBRANE

The DERMIZAX™ ev is incredibly waterproof 
and breathable. This 3-layer technology is 

featured in the MANIFEST 3l jacket and pant. 
The fabric is soft to touch, „quiet“ and delivers 
high-performance protection in all conditions. 

W/P: 20,000MM; MVP: 16,000G;  
DWR; FACE: 100% Polyester; MEMBRANE: 

100% PU; BACKING: 100% NYLON; OEKO-TEX 
APPROVED

W/P: 15,000MM; MVP: 10,000G; PFC FREE DWR; 
100% POST CONSUMER WASTE RECYCLED 

NYLON YARN; MEMBRANE: 100% HYDROPHILIC 
CLEAR MEMBRANE

W/P: 10,000MM; MVP: 10,000G;   
DWR; FACE: 100% COTTON TWILL; MEMBRANE: 

100% HYDROPHILIC MILKY MEMBRANE

This waterproof 3-layer fabric brings breathabi-
lity and waterproofing to the ROOT 3l jacket + 

w ROOT 3l jacket — both debuting in the ROOT 
capsule for season 20/21. These garments bring 

a renewed technicality to progressive outdoor 
clothing. 

W/P: 10,000G; MVP: 10,000G;  
FACE: 100% NYLON PLAIN FULL DULL; PFC FREE DWR; 

MEMBRANE: 100% HYDROPHILIC MILKY MEMBRANE; 
BACKING: 20D NYLON TRICOT

W/P: 10,000MM; MVP: 5000G;  
DWR; FACE: 100% Polyester (OXFOFRD FULL DULL); 

MEMBRANE: 100% HYDROPHILIC CLEAR COATING; OEKO-
TEX APPROVED

W/P: 600MM, MVP: 3000G; PFC FREE;  
FACE: 100% POLYESTER; COATING: 100% POLYURETHANE; 

Oeko-Tex Approved

WPS 
2L-OXFORD  

RECYCLED YARN

WPS
2L OTTOMAN  

RECYCLED YARN

WPS 
2L OXFORD WAX  

+ PRINT
This waterproof 2-layer shell fabric has an 

authentic, natural outdoor look with no com-
promise on technicality. This recycled yarn is 

featured in the ROOT Anorak LTS.

This waterproof 2-layer fabric has a cotton-like 
appearance, but in fact, is highly technical. The 
nylon thread is incredibly soft to the touch and 
also ultra durable, making it comfortable and 
reliable, lap after lap. This fabric is featured in 

the CATALYST 2l Jacket + Pant WPS.

A waterproof 2-layer printed fabric with a wax 
coating finish - for a uniquely comfortable feel. 

This fabric is featured in the MANIFEST 2l Jacket 
and Bib.  

WPS 
LIGHT WOVEN  

NYLON

WPS 
2L CHAMBRAY

WPS 
LIGHT WOVEN  

SHELL
This light face fabric brings comfort and weather-

-proofing to the ROOT Down Jacket + w ROOT 
Down Jacket PFL‘s. Its hydrophobic qualities repel 
moisture and prevent down migration, bolstering 

the performance of these sustainabibly sourced 
puff layers.

Waterproof and breathable, this light woven 
nylon is found in the CATALYST insulated shirt 

(slate black and golden earth) as well as the 
reinforcements in the ROOT Classic Fleece and 

Down jackets. Soft to the touch and weather-
-proof, it‘s ultimately versatile for life up high.

This urban inspired fabric looks like blue 
denim, but is in fact waterproof and 

breathable. Featured in the CATALYST 
2l Pant WPS and CATALYST Insulated 

Shirt MDL, for riders who require high 
performance in stealth mode.
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PFL
RE-DOWN 80/20

LTS
AIRTASTIC™  

30D RIPSTOP

PFL
PRIMALOFT® BLACK 

INSULATION ECO 60G

LTS
AIRTASTIC™ DWR  

20D RIPSTOP

This sustainably sourced down is the eco- 
friendly choice for mid-winter puff layers.  

The 100% recycled insulation is featured in the 
ROOT Down Jacket + J ROOT Down Jacket. 

A weather-proof fabric built with a dwr 
(durable water repellent) finish. The windproof 

ripstop fabric offers effective protection from 
the elements. The ripstop structure, combined 

with the nylon thread provides long-lasting 
breathability in an ultra-light package. 

80% RECYCLED DOWN; 
20% RECYCLED FEATHERS

Fill Power 600

100% NYLON; 
100% POLYURETHANE COATING; 

DWR; OEKO-TEX APPROVED

80% POST CONSUMER WASTE FIBERS; 20% POLYESTER; 
OEKO-TEX AND BLUESIGN APPROVED

64% CORDURA, 26% NYLON, 10% SPANDEX; 
PFC FREE DWR; BLUESIGN APPROVED

100% RECYCLED POLYESTER; 
OEKO-TEX AND BLUESIGN APPROVED

100% POLYESTER PLAIN (RECYCLE YARN); 
DOWNPROOF 90/10 

Bluesign® approved primaloft® black eco insula-
tion is comprised of 80% post consumer recycled 

materials. The advanced fiber technology crea-
tes a high-performance, eco-friendly insulation. 

Provides warmth without bulk in garments such as 
the CATALYST 2l Jacket WPS.

This lightweight and durable ripstop shell provi-
des exceptional breathability that stands the test of 

time. Utilized as the face fabric for PFL‘s such as the 
MANIFEST Crew Neck + W MANIFEST Crew Neck, 

as well as the MANIFEST Hybrid Tour Hoodie + 
Pant. 

80% POST CONSUMER WASTE FIBERS; 20% POLYESTER; 
OEKO-TEX AND BLUESIGN APPROVED

100% NYLON; 
WR; OEKO-TEX APPROVED

100% RECYCLED POLYESTER; 
OEKO-TEX AND BLUESIGN APPROVED

100% POLYESTER; 
WAX COATING; WR; OEKO-TEX APPROVED

100% POLYESTER; 
INSULATION 100% POLYESTER 120GR/M2; 

LINING 100% POLYESTER; DWR

PFL
PRIMALOFT® BLACK 

INSULATION ECO 40G

LTS
CORDURA STRETCH  

DWR

PFL
POLARTEC® 
ALPHA 100G

LTS
DWR 35D WAX

Bluesign® approved primaloft® black eco 
insulation is comprised of 80% post consumer 

recycled materials. The advanced fiber techno-
logy creates a high-performance, eco-friendly 

insulation. Provides warmth without bulk in 
garments such as the CATALYST 2l Pant WPS.

The cordura sidepanels of the MANIFEST tour 
3l bib are incredibly soft to touch, providing 

unparalleled comfort on long days spent 
touring in the backcountry. This fabric is also 

found in the MANIFEST Hybrid Tour Hoodie + 
Pant PFL‘s. 

Alpha® insulation is engineered for consistent 
warmth, while allowing greater breathability 
on uphill hikes. This durable and warm mid-

-layer allows for temperature regulation without 
shedding layers. As featured in the mMANIFEST 

Hybrid Tour Hoodie PFL. 

This weather-resistant fabric is coated with wax 
for lightweight protection — complementing the 
street-style aesthetic of the ROOT Coach Jacket. 

PFL
POLARTEC®  
ALPHA 80G

LTS
DOWNPROOF LINING

PFL
DWR 35D  

HIGH FREQUENCY

This weather-resistant fabric uses no needles in 
its quilting, making it less susceptible to moisture 

penetration. The super-soft insulation is quilted 
with a high frequency technique and finished 

with a dwr coating that keeps you dry, warm and 
comfortable.

This slightly lighter weight alpha® insulation is 
engineered for consistent warmth. The ama-

zing breathability of this fabric allows for tem-
perature regulation without shedding layers. 

As featured in the MANIFEST Hybrid Tour Pant 
PFL.

This lightweight lining — made from 
100% recycled polyester — is the per-

fect companion to down insulation.  
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LSW
POLYCOTTON 300G

The polyester fibers within this polycotton 
jersey provide warmth and quick-drying 
properties. As featured in the CATALYST 

Tech Pullover Hoodie LSW, this next-to-skin 
layer is brushed for even more comfort. 

70% ORGANIC COTTON, 30% POLYESTER

100% ORGANIC COTTON DWR

100% ORGANIC COTTON

LSW
CANVAS ORGANIC  

COTTON DWR
This 100% organic fabric has a super-soft 

hand-feel, with dwr treatment to boot. 
Featured in the ROOT Alpine Living Pant 
LSW, this technology yields a robust and 

versatile pant for alpine living.

LSW 
DIAGONAL ORGANIC  

COTTON 300G
This ultra-soft fabric is made from 100% 

organic cotton, for comfortable, sustaina-
ble mid-layers such as the SOURCE Crew 

neck LSW. 

LSW 
TWILL ORGANIC  

COTTON

BSW
RAPT™ MERINO 

WOOL / BRUSHED
Made from 100% organic cotton, this fabric is 

featured in the ROOT Alpine Living Shirt - LSW, 
a trustworhy companion for temperate outdoor 

activities.

100% ORGANIC COTTON

RECYCLED POLYESTER, ORGANIC COTTON, ELASTANE

100% ORGANIC COTTON

This midweight merino fabric provides next-level 
comfort. A natural thermo-regulator, merino wool 
provides tremendous warmth, breathability, mois-
ture wicking and anti-odor properties. The nylon 

core thread makes the fabric incredibly strong, per-
fect for outdoor activities. As featured in the RAW 

midweight garments.

90% MERINO, 8% NYLON, 2% SPANDEX; 
OEKO-TEX APPROVED

100% MERINO

LSW
INTERLOCK RECYCLED

LSW
JERSEY ORGANIC  

COTTON 160G

BSW
LIGHTWEIGHT 

MERINO WOOL
This is a brushed technical knit made from 

recycled polyester and organic cotton — fea-
tured in the W SOURCE Zip hoodie LSW, 

a sustainable mid-layer for urban and outdoor 
activites.

This jersey knit is made from 100% organic 
cotton and found in the SOURCE T-shirt LSW.

This lightweight merino jersey knit is the per-
fect next-to-skin layer for any technical outdoor 

garment. A natural thermo-regulator, merino 
wool provides tremendous warmth, breathability, 

moisture wicking and anti-odor properties. The 
nylon core thread makes the fabric incredibly 

strong, perfect for outdoor activities. As featured 
in the RAW lightweight garments and the base of 

the MANIFEST Hybrid Tour Pant PFL. 

MDL
POLARTEC®  

POWER STRETCH® PRO™

This fabric masterfully wicks moisture and 
provides the breathability typical of top-line 

baselayers — with the fortified ability to handle 
the elements. The next-to-skin surface keeps 
you warm and dry through touch points that 

diffuse and evaporate water vapor. As seen in 
garments including the MANIFEST Powerstretch 

Pro Hoodie - MDL‘s.

31% NYLON, 52% POLYESTER, 17% LYCRA; OEKO-TEX 
+ BLUESIGN APPROVED

100% POLYESTER; 
OEKO-TEX + BLUESIGN APPROVED

100% POLYESTER MICRO YARN; 
OEKO-TEX + BLUESIGN APPROVED

MDL
POLARTEC® SHEARLING 
THERMAL PRO SERIES™

With an authentic, natural outdoor look, this fab-
ric provides a warm and cozy layer for outdoor 
adventures in the depths of winter. Featured in 

garments such as the ROOT Pillow Fleece MDL.

MDL 
POLARTEC®  

200 SERIES DOUBLE VELOUR
Providing softness and warmth to garments 

such as the ROOT classic fleece, this premium 
Polartec® product ensures the utmost comfort 

and dependable durability.

AXS

ACRYLIC YARN
As featured in the FW Hipster + Tall Beanie AXS.

100% ACRYCLIC 

ACRYLIC / WOOL
As featured in the FW Arch cap AXS.

80% ACRYLIC, 20% WOOL

POLYCOTTON
As featured in the FW Soft Cap AXS.

60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER
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MANIFEST CATALYST ROOT SOURCE RAW AXS

Our values MANIFEST in 
these garments: high quality 
materials and uncompromising 
design, all without sacrificing 
style. Intended for freeride 
skiing, snowboarding and 
other high-intensity winter 
sports.

A reaction between two 
opposing elements that sparks 
change, energy and zeal. 
On one side: freestyle spirit 
and a streetwear fit. On the 
other: technical features and 
the absolute highest quality 
materials. 

A product family inspired by our 
all-time favorite designs from 
the past. We‘ve reinvigorated the 
classics with modern details and 
fabrics, ensuring these garments 
excel from peak to street.

Utilising Organic Cottons 
and recylced materials, this 

generation of t-shirts, crew-necks 
and hoodies is designed to be 

comfortable, casual, sustainable 
and long-lasting. Fits are relaxed 

with a focus on being highly 
ergonomic for free-feeling 

movement.

FW accessories are designed 
to style and protect you come 

rain, snow, or shine.

Protection from the elements 
begins with proper base 

wear: the first and last line of 
defense. We design RAW BSW 

garments to act as a second 
skin: functional in the alpine 

and comfortable when relaxing 
off the hill.
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Our values MANIFEST in these garments: high quality 
materials and uncompromising design, all without 

sacrificing style. Intended for freeride skiing, snowboarding 
and other high-intensity winter sports.

MANIFEST
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Our values MANIFEST in these garments: high quality materials and 
uncompromising design, all without sacrificing style. Intended for freeride 
skiing, snowboarding and other high-intensity winter sports.

MANIFEST
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MANIFEST 3L JKT–WPS MANIFEST 3L PANT–WPS
Ultra-breathable and extremely waterproof, the 3-Layer Pant is 

equipped with functional, understated details such as hidden 
kick-patches and jacket-to-pant connection for when the going 

gets deep. A dual-accessible cargo pocket provides collapsable 
storage volume and easy access, perfect for gloves, skins, 

maps, and other tools for adventure.

WPS-DERMIZAX™ EV 3L (20,000MM / 16,000G)FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FR3P / FWAPW21-FR3PSLATE BLACK

FEATURES 100% seam sealed // Articulated knees // 
Adjustable waistband // Top and side access 
thigh pockets // YKK Vislon Aquaguard® 
zips // Large leg vents // Kick patches // 
Boot gaiters // Jacket to pant connection 
system

ICE BLUE

PRAIRIE SAND

The 3-Layer Jacket is the ultimate mountain shell. Using only 
our highest-quality zips and fabric, the garment is designed 
to masterfully repel snow, rain and wind. In addition to being 
extremely protective and waterproof, the jacket is highly 
ergonomic, designed to move fluidly with the body to increase 
efficiency and comfort. Thoughtfully crafted in-line with 
FW‘s emphasis on performance and functional minimalism.

WPS-DERMIZAX™ EV 3L (20,000MM / 16,000G)FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FR3J / FWAPW21-FR3J SLATE BLACK

FEATURES 100% Seam sealed // Back pack and harness 
friendly // Storm hood with bonded visor // 
bonded chest and hand pockets // Jacket to 
pant connection system // Large under arm 
vents // Sleeve ski pass pocket // Interior 
pocket and goggle wipe // Inner pocket with 
media outlet

ICE BLUE

PRAIRIE SAND
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MANIFEST TOUR 3L BIB–WPSMANIFEST TOUR 3L JKT-WPS
This jacket boasts a higher level of functional detailing, 
designed with backcountry adventures in mind. For those who 
venture beyond the resort on excursions big and small, this 
100% seam-sealed jacket is created from the highest quality, 
waterproof, stretch fabric, cut precisely to avoid excess weight. 
Superbly breathable, this garment will keep you at you best 
throughout the warm springtime days and also when the 
temperature drops — as an integral piece of your layering 
system.

WPS-3L 4WAY STRETCH NYLON (20,000MM / 20,000G)FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAPW21-MT3L SLATE BLACK

100% Seam sealed // Adjustable helmet compatible 
hood // High collar lined with polytricot // Back pack 
and harness friendly // Lycra wrist gaiters with laser-cut 
thumb loops // YKK Aquaguard® zips and YKK Vislon 
Aquaguard® zips in front center // Large side venting 
// Adjustable hem and cuff including pre-shaped cuff 
to protect hand // Large chest pocket with laser cut 
mesh lining for improved breathability // Extra large 
front body vent and mesh pocket system for moisture 
regulation // Waterproof sleeve pocket for phones, keys 
and cards

GOLDEN EARTH

DEEP FOREST

The MANIFEST 3L Tour Bib Pant is wonderfully efficient. 
Constructed from a lightweight, stretch, 3-Layer fabric — and 

cut for ergonomic excellence. The Bib‘s Cordura side panels 
are incredibly soft and allow for fluid movement whether 

trekking up or flying down. This garment is ultra breathable and 
waterproof, ensuring max comfort. Multi-entry thigh pockets 
have an expanding capacity to hold skins or wet gloves, and 

laser cut vents ensure that any excess water escapes said 
pockets.

WPS-3L 4WAY STRETCH NYLON (20,000MM / 20,000G)
LTS-CORDURA STRETCH DWR

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAPW21-MT3B

Articulated knees // Stretch cordura side panels 
for durable comfort on the move // Ergonomic 
adjustable suspenders with comfortable flat 
buckles // Vents and pocket fastened with 
YKK Aquaguard® zips // Two way YKK Vislon 
front zipper // Large multi-entry thigh pockets 
with laser cut vents for added breathability // 
Adjustable waist with non-slip silicon print // 
Hidden kick patches and boot gaiters with non-
slip elastic // Zip and snap-button system make 
bib cuff adjustable and shorten for touring

SLATE BLACK

GOLDEN EARTH

FEATURES FEATURES
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MANIFEST 2L JKT-WPS MANIFEST 2L BIB–WPS
The MANIFEST 2-Layer Jacket holds the beautifully bare 
necessities. A waxed outer shell and adjustable storm-hood 
keep you inspired and protected from the elements while 
a high-quality lining fabric provides coveted comfort. Extra-wide 
hand pockets provide stowing space for all of your essentials.

WPS-2L OXFORD WAX & PRINT (10,000MM / 5,000G)FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FR2J / FWAPW21-FR2J SLATE BLACK SLATE BLACK

Back pack and harness friendly // Storm hood with 
bonded visor // Bonded front pockets // Jacket to 
pant connection system // Large under arm vents // 
Zipped chest pocket under flap // Removable powder 
skirt // Inner pocket with media outlet // YKK Vislon 
aquaguard® zips

DEEP FOREST DEEP FOREST

LIGHT STONE LIGHT STONE

FEATURES Fully waterproof and delightfully lightweight, the 2-Layer bib is 
snug and dependable. Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro fabric on 

the sidebody ensures smooth, free-flowing movement and roll-
up gaiters and kick patches provide durability. Designed to be 

backpack and harness friendly.

WPS-2L OXFORD WAX & PRINT (10,000MM / 5,000G)
MDL-POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® PRO™

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FR2B / FWAPW21-FR2B

FEATURES Long front opening zipper with 2 way zipper // 
YKK aquaguard® zips // Stretch side panels // 
Hidden kick patches // Non-slip boot gaitors // 
Flat buckles
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POLARTEC 

ALPHA

POLARTEC® ALPHA® WAS INVENTED 
FOR THE U.S. SPECIAL FORCES.

They required a  superior insulation system 
for extreme temperature variations and the 
start-stop conditions of combat. Alpha® active 
insulation is engineered for consistent warmth, 
while allowing greater breathability during 
activity. This air exchange technology creates 
sustained comfort without shedding layers, 

which isn’t an option during a mission.

POLARTEC® ALPHA® 
ACTIVE INSULATION CONTINUOUSLY 

RELEASES EXCESS BODY HEAT 
BEFORE IT BUILDS TO CAUSE 

SATURATION AND DISCOMFORT.

 This patented, adaptive quality is made possi-
ble through Alpha’s  lofted fibers connected to 
a solid mesh core. And since Polartec® Alpha® 
is inherently hydrophobic, it resists all moisture 
and dries incredibly fast. This technology provi-
des warmth without weight, compressibility and 
exceptional breathability - providing comfort 

for users on the move. 
    

MANIFEST TOUR HYBRID HOODIE–PFL MANIFEST TOUR HYRID PANT–PFL
The MANIFEST Tour Hoodie is a puff layer with purpose. 
Intelligent warmth is provided by Polartec® Alpha insulation. 
This technical insulation is engineered for extreme temperature 
regulation - perfect for ski touring up, then ripping down. The 
exceptional breathability ensures sustained comfort, all without 
having to shed or add layers.

LTS-AIRTASTIC™ DWR 20D RIPSTOP
LTS-CORDURA STRETCH DWR
MDL-POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® PRO™
PFL-POLARTEC® ALPHA 100G

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAPW21-MHTB

SLATE BLACK

Insulated hoodie with Polartec® Alpha 100g 
insulation // Mesh liner increases breathability // 
Polartec® Powerstretch® Pro™ underarms and 
side panels // Stretch cordura outerarm panels 
and thumb loops // Tall collar with adjustable 
hood // Secure interior pocket with media outlet // 
DRAWcord adjustable hem // Raglan sleeves with 
ribbed collar and cuffs // Zipped hand pockets

LIGHT STONE

ALPINE FOREST SLATE BLACK

LIGHT STONE

A backcountry layering dream. The MANIFEST Hybrid Tour Pant 
PFL features a lightweight, 3/4-length Merino tight and a relaxed 

short made of Polartec® Alpha 80g insulation. This hybrid pant 
provides toasty warmth and exceptional breathability all at once, 

making it the perfect solution for backcountry touring, cross 
training and all varieties of heart-pumping outdoor endeavors.

LTS-AIRTASTIC™ DWR 20D RIPSTOP (FRONT OF SHORT)

LTS-CORDURA STRETCH DWR (BACK OF SHORT)

BSW-LIGHTWEIGHT MERINO WOOL (BASEWEAR TIGHT)

PFL-POLARTEC® ALPHA 80G (INSULATING ENTIRE SHORT)

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAPW21-MHTP

FEATURESFEATURES Long relaxed short made from Polartec® Alpha 
insulation // Short lined with mesh for great 
breathability // Integrated 3/4 tight made from 
lightweight 100% merino wool // Elasticated 
waistband with dRAWcord, housed in 100% 
merino wool // Lower back panel made from 
100% merino wool for optimal breathability // 
Hand pockets with mesh liner
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PRIMALOFT 
INSULATION

THE PRIMALOFT® FAMILY
OF INSULATIONS IS WIDELY REGARDED AS 
THE HIGHEST-PERFORMING ON 
THE MARKET, OFFERING COMFORT 
AND PROTECTION IN VARIABLE WEATHER 
CONDITIONS. 

PrimaLoft® Black Insulation - 80% PCR is no 
different, offering the warmth, softness and 
lightweight comfort you expect to deliver 
performance you can feel. It’s packed with 
everything you need to brave the elements. 
And best of all it contains 80% post consumer 
recycled material.

PrimaLoft® Black Insulation - 80% PCR featu-
res all the necessities for a  thermally efficient 
insulation and adds the benefits of softness, 
packability, and loft. The performance experts 
at PrimaLoft, Inc., have combined 80%-recyc-
led materials with advanced fiber technology 
to create a high performing eco-friendly insu-
lation for immediate warmth without the bulk. 
This insulation delivers all the performance 
needed to tackle the adventures of everyday.

MANIFEST QUILTED HOODIE–PFL MANIFEST CREW NECK–PFL
Minimal and efficiently stylish, this quilted insulator fits perfectly 
under a shell or as its own outer layer in drier conditions. 
PrimaLoft® Black Eco insulation offers warmth, softness and 
lightweight comfort from 80% post-consumer recycled materials. 
High-quality, water-repellent fabrics round it out as a durable 
and dependable offering for mountain and urban expeditions.

LTS-AIRTASTIC™ 30D RIPSTOP
PFL-PRIMALOFT® BLACK ECO INSULATION 60G/M2

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FRQI / FWAPW21-FRQI

Ergonomic fixed hood // Handwarmer pockets // 
Stretching wrists in Polartec® Power stretch® Pro™ 
// DRAWcord adjustable hem // Inner pocket with 
media outlet

SLATE BLACK

ICE BLUE

FEATURES

SLATE BLACK

LIGHT STONE

The MANIFEST Crew Neck is minimalist and efficient underneath 
a shell and also stands alone as an understated outer layer, 
conditions permitting. Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro fabric on 

the sidebody and under-arm provides unrestricted movement; 
sustainably sourced PrimaLoft® Black Eco insulation offers 

lightweight warmth; and the durable, water repellent exterior 
ensures high-quality protection.

LTS-AIRTASTIC™ DWR 20D RIPSTOP
PFL-PRIMALOFT® BLACK ECO INSULATION 40G/M2

MDL-POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® PRO™

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FRIC / FWAPW21-FRIC

FEATURES Shoulder zip for easy entry // Zipped 
handwarmer pockets // Ribbed collar 
and cuffs // Side panels: Polartec® Power 
stretch® Pro™ // Longer back // Raglan 
sleeves

ALPINE FOREST
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POLARTEC 
POWER STRETCH 

PRO
POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® PRO™ 
OFFERS IMPRESSIVE ELASTIC STRETCH FOR 
MOVEMENT AND COMFORT.

Advanced dual-surface knit construction gives 
Power Stretch® Pro™ enough tensile strength 
and abrasion resistance for durable shape 
recovery. Performance wicking abilities mean it 
keeps up with any activity, removing moisture 
from the skin‘s surface, and wicking to the fab-
ric surface for quick evaporation. The 4-way 
stretch of POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® 
PRO™ ensures ease of movement while the 
construction of the fabric provides temperature 
and moisture regulation. 

MANIFEST POWERSTRETCH PRO HOODIE–MDL
Equally comfortable and stylish as your traditional hoodie, but 
with extra tech to keep you warm and dry on the mountain. 
Made from quick-drying Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro fabric, 
this piece provides free-feeling movement and protection 
from the elements. Complementing its soft hand feel, flat 
seams provide even more comfort.

MDL-POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® PRO™FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FRTH / FWAPW21-FRTH

Large hood // Handwarmer pockets // Chest pocket 
// Rounded sleeve shape // Thumb loops // Flatlock 
seams

FEATURES

SLATE BLACK

DEEP FOREST

LIGHT STONE
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A reaction between two opposing elements that sparks change, energy and 
zeal. On one side: freestyle spirit and a streetwear fit. On the other: technical 
features and the absolute highest quality materials. 

CATALYST



CATALYST 2L JKT–WPS CATALYST 2L PANT–WPS
Freestyle expression meets premium technicality. Modern 
cuts appeal to even the most discerning freeskiers while 
waterproofing, bonded seams and a protective hood battle 
the elements. The 2-Layer Jacket is warm and breathable 
thanks to PrimaLoft® insulation made from 80% post-
consumer recycled content.

WPS-2L OTTOMAN RECYCLED YARN (15,000MM / 10,000G)
PFL-PRIMALOFT® BLACK ECO INSULATION 60G/M2

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FS2J / FWAPW21-FS2J

Helmet-compatible hood // Multi-entry hand pockets 
// Chest pockets // Sleeve ski pass pocket // Under 
arm vents // Removable powder skirt // Adjustable 
hem and cuffs // Jacket to pant connection system

FEATURES

SLATE BLACK

ALPINE FOREST ALPINE FOREST

ICE BLUE

SLATE BLACK

BLUE DENIMPASTEL CANYON

The 2-Layer pant utilizes PrimaLoft® insulation made from 80% 
post-consumer recycled material—for a comfortable, warm, 

environmentally-friendly ride. Kick-patches and roll up gaiters 
boost the durability factor so you can keep getting creative on the 

mountain, day after day.

WPS-2L OTTOMAN RECYCLED YARN (15,000MM / 10,000G)
PFL-PRIMALOFT® BLACK ECO INSULATION 40G/M2
WPS-2L CHAMBRAY (BLUE DENIM) (10,000MM / 10,000G)

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FS2P / FWAPW21-FS2P

FEATURES Adjustable waistband // YKK Vislon 
Aquaguard® zips // Large cargo pockets 
// Jacket to pant connection system // 
Articulated knees // Inner-leg vents // 
Hidden kick patches and boot gaiters

ICE BLUE
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CATALYST INSULATED SHIRT–MDL CATALYST RIDING SHIRT–PFL
The CATALYST Insulated Shirt melds warmth and technicality 
with an urban aesthetic. The waterproof face fabric takes 
care of the elements while added comfort is provided by 
a Shearling liner and Primaloft insulation, made from post-
consumer waste. Pairs perfectly with the CATALYST 2L Pant 
or a pair of jeans.

WPS-2L CHAMBRAY (BLUE DENIM) (10,000MM / 10,000G)
WPS-2L LIGHT WOVEN NYLON (SLATE BLACK & GOLDEN EARTH) 
(10,000MM / 10,000G)
PFL - PRIMALOFT BLACK INSULATION ECO 40G
PFL - POLARTEC SHEARLING LINING

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAPW21-CTIS

Adjustable hood // Front opening with YKK Vislon zip 
under a snap button fastened flap // Large gusseted 
hand pockets // Chest pocket with YKK Vislon zip // 
Multi entry chest pockets // Inner chest pocket with 
laser cut vent media outlet // Critical seams sealed // 
Warm liner made up of cosy shearling and qualitative 
quilted insulationcuffs with snap buttons // Shearling 
liner in collar and top of body provide warmth and 
comfort 

FEATURES

SLATE BLACK

BLUE DENIM

GOLDEN EARTH

PRAIRIE SAND

STATE BLUE

The Riding shirt is made with a water repellent, 3-layered body 
fabric for protection against the unwanted advances of moisture 
and cold. Its insulation is created with a unique, high-frequency 
quilt pattern for durability and a down-proof lining for dreamy 
comfort. Style hints like the rib-knitted bomber collar and cuffs 

add subtle yet unmistakable flair.

PFL-DWR 35D HIGH FREQUENCYFABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FSRS / FWAPW21-FSRS

FEATURES Multi-functional chest pocket // Hand 
warmer pockets // Rib knit collar & hem

ALPINE FOREST

PFL-DWR 35D 
HIGH FREQUENCY

THIS WEATHER-RESISTANT FABRIC 
USES NO NEEDLES IN IT‘S QUILTING, 

MAKING IT LESS SUSCEPTIBLE 
TO MOISTURE PENETRATION. 

The super-soft insulation is quilted with 
a high frequency technique and finished 

with a DWR coating — all keeping you 
dry, warm and comfortable.
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CATALYST RIDING VEST–PFL CATALYST TECH PULLOVER HOODIE–LSW 
Utilizing the same technical fabric as our Riding Shirt, but 
without the sleeves, for a lighter mid-layer or an outer 
garment when the spring-shred is in full effect.

PFL-DWR 35D HIGH FREQUENCYFABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FSRV / FWAPW21-FSRV

Multi-functional chest pocket // Hand warmer 
pockets // Rib knit collar & hem

FEATURES

SLATE BLACK

GOLDEN EARTH

Your classic Pullover Hoodie backed by modern technical fabrics 
and a high collar. The mix of street-savvy style and weatherproof 

quality will make this piece the new fan-favorite.

LSW-POLYCOTTON 300G/M2FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FSTH / FWAPW21-FSTH

FEATURES High collar // DRAWcord adjustable hood // 
Zippered hand pockets //  
Elbow reinforcements

ALPINE FOREST

PRAIRIE SAND

BLUE DENIM

ALPINE FOREST
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A product family inspired by our all-time favorite designs from the past.  
We‘ve reinvigorated the classics with modern details and fabrics,  
ensuring these garments excel with maximum versatility for Alpine Living.

ROOT
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ROOT 3L JKT–WPS ROOT ANORAK–LTS
Boosting the tech factor in our progressive outdoor product 
family, the ROOT 3L Jacket is extremely waterproof and 
breathable, all while featuring a contemporary yet classic 
design. Functional details are covered for activities on 
high peaks and down in the valleys. The breathable 3L 
membrane is backed by thoughtfully placed vents for 
optimal temperature regulation.

WPS-3L NYLON DULL (10,000MM / 10,000G)FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAPW21-RTJK

100% Seam sealed // Pre-shaped sleeves and longer 
cut // Adjustable storm hood with bonded visor // 
Roll-up feature converts hood to high collar with snap 
buttons // Bonded chest pocket with YKK Vislon 
Aquaguard® zipper // Side pockets under magnetic 
buttoned flap // Side pockets with YKK Vislon 
Aquaguard® zipper with access to your pant‘s pockets 
// YKK Vislon Aquaguard® center front zipper // Large 
back vent with laser cuts under flap // Adjustable 
cuffs with tone on tone webbing // Interior security 
pocket with media outlet and laser cut details

FEATURES

DEEP FOREST

LIGHT STONE

SLATE BLACK

SLATE BLUE

This unisex design blends retro vibes with performance tech, 
helping it to thrive through alpine adventures of all sorts. A high 

Polartec®-lined collar provides protection from wet, wind and 
cold, while a minimalist trim and streetwear fit earn style points 

on and off the hill.

WPS-2L-OXFORD RECYCLED YARN (10,000MM / 10,000G)
POLARTEC® SHEARLING FLEECE (COLLAR)

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FSAJ / FWAPW21-FSAJ

FEATURES Long fit // YKK Vislon Aquaguard® zips // 
 1/4 length front zip // Polartec® Shearling 
fleece collar // Handwarmer pockets // 
Ribbed cuffs

PRAIRIE SAND

SLATE BLUE
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RE-DOWN 
80/20

THIS SUSTAINABLY SOURCED DOWN IS 
THE ECO-FRIENDLY CHOICE FOR MID 

WINTER PUFF LAYERS. THE 100% RECYCLED 
INSULATION IS FEATURED 

IN THE ROOT DOWN JACKET 
+ W ROOT DOWN JACKET. 

Down and feathers have been recycled since 
people began to use them as filling material 
for their bedding products. In the old times, 
farmers took the down out of the fabric shell 
when their duvet was too damaged. They 
washed the down, added new down to it and 
filled it into a new shell. The Re:Down process 
is based on this ancient practice but thanks to 
the most advanced technologies, we offer high 

quality 100% recycled down and feathers.
 

The Re:Down RAW material are tracable 
from the post consumer product stage to 
the finished, regenerated product. Re:Down 
comes mainly from textile waste collectors. 
We choose our partners for their social values 
and the transparency of their business. Most of 
them are mixed economy companies between 
private owners and charity organisations. 
Re:Down uses the most environmentally frien-
dly methods to regenerate down and feathers 
- from factory electricity powered by 30% 
solar, to water treatment, chemical free sterili-
zation and the water-resistant finish provided 

by an ecological FC free formula.

ROOT DOWN JKT –PFL ROOT COACH JKT–LTS
For optimal insulation in freezing-cold temperatures, the 
ROOT Down Jacket is the eco-friendly choice thanks to 
100% recycled feathers and down. The lightweight liner is 
soft and comfortable, and underarm vents provide reliable 
temperature regulation.

WPS- LIGHT WOVEN SHELL (600MM / 3000G)
WPS-2L LIGHT WOVEN NYLON (10,000MM / 10,000G)
RE-DOWN 80/20

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

FWAPW21-RTDJ

Recycled down insulation // Pre-shaped sleeves 
// Nylon reinforcement at hood, elbow and back 
(shoulders + bottom) // Adjustable + removable storm 
hood with fold up bonded visor // Tall collar with 
polytricot liner for comfort // YKK Vislon center front 
zipper with flap // Underarm vents with mesh lining // 
Two large front pockets with inner zipped pockets // 
Hand-warmer pockets buttoned with magnets under 
flaps // Interior security pocket with media outlet 
and FW laser cut details // Interior large stretch mesh 
pocket // Small skipass pocket with laser cut finish

FEATURES

SLATE BLUE

LIGHT STONE

DEEP FOREST

CODE

SLATE BLACK

ALPINE FOREST

The Coach Jacket features a wax nylon outer fabric and brushed-
fleece body lining, for a distinctly urban piece that holds its 

own against the elements. Armed with an interior chest stash 
pocket, adjustable cuffs and snaps, and also a dRAW-string hem, 

it‘s functional as it is fashionable.

LTS-DWR 35D WAXFABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FSCJ

FEATURES Handwarmer pockets // YKK Vislon 
Aquaguard® zips // Interior stash pocket 
// Front placket with snap closure // Inner 
fleece lining // Adjustable cuffs with snaps // 
DRAWcord adjustable hem
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POLARTEC  
THERMAL PRO

POLARTEC  
200 SERIES

POLARTEC® THERMAL PRO®  
– PROGRESSIVE FLEECE STRUCTURE

Unique finishing techniques ensure every 
knit construction has the right look and feel. 
Technical fiber compositions maintain a soft 
texture and air pockets for thermoregulation 
and breathability. Knit with premium polyes-
ter yarns, Thermal Pro® is cozy, resilient and 
stylish.

Polyester fibers engineered for more versatile 
durability. With greater resilience, lightweight 
warmth and fast dry times, Polartec® fleece 
remains the industry standard for perfor-
mance. Premium polyester yarns are used for 
their hydrophobic properties, to repel moisture 
and speed dry times. The lofted structures 
create thermal air pockets to retain warmth, 
and still allow optimal breathability. That’s why 
Polartec® synthetic fleece is still the most 

dependable, versatile fabric around.

ROOT PILLOW FLEECE–MDL ROOT CLASSIC FLEECE–MDL
Not your Dad‘s retro pullover. The ROOT Pillow Fleece is 
based on favorite designs from the past, updated for the 
modern day, using POLARTEC® fabric for the highest quality 
and comfort. Its packable front pocket becomes a pillow, 
a handy feature for those impulsive nights spent in the 
outdoors. This piece is like a technical cocoon designed for 
life in the mountains.

MDL-POLARTEC® SHEARLING THERMAL PRO SERIES™FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

FWAP20-FRRM / FWAPW21-FRRM

Packable pillow via kangaroo-flap pocket // Bluesign 
approved high-pile fleece // Quarter-zip pullover with 
stand up collar // Hand-warmer pockets // Flatlock 
seams

FEATURES

SLATE BLACK

ALPINE FOREST

DARK PLUM

CODE SLATE BLACK

LIGHT STONE

The ROOT Classic Fleece boasts a higher level of detailing and 
comfort. A cozy companion and must-have layer for life in the 

mountains. Weather-resistant shoulders turn a breeze while 
flatlock seams and Bluesign®-approved Polartec® Velour keep you 

mighty comfortable. 

MDL-POLARTEC® 200 SERIES DOUBLE VELOUR
WPS-LIGHT WOVEN NYLON

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAPW21-RTCF

FEATURES Bluesign approved classic velour fleece // 
Reinforcements on shoulders and chest pocket 
// YKK Vislon center front zipper under flap // 
Hand-warmer pockets // Ribbed hem and ribbed 
cuffs // Flatlock seams

DEEP FOREST
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ROOT ALPINE LIVING PANT–LSW ROOT ALPINE LIVING SHIRT–LSW
Look casual, perform exceptionally. The super-soft ROOT 
Alpine Living Pant has a natural look thanks to 100% 
Organic Cotton. The relaxed fit and skate-inspired aesthetic 
belie a technical DWR coating — the Pant is subtle as it is 
robust, ideal for adventures through thick and thin. 

LSW - CANVAS ORGANIC COTTON DWRFABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

FWAPW21-RALP

Elasticated waist with webbing adjustment // 
Handwarmer pockets // Large cargo pockets // Multi-
entry pockets buttoned with magnets under flap // 
Elasticated bottom legs

FEATURES

GOLDEN EARTH

SLATE BLUE

CODE

SLATE BLACK

DEEP FOREST

The ROOT Alpine Living Shirt is inspired by the outdoor 
pastimes of a simpler time. Utilizing incredibly soft, 100% 
Organic Cotton, this shirt is the perfect garment for fair-

weather adventuring.

LSW - TWILL ORGANIC COTTONFABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWAPW21-RALS

FEATURES Soft hand-feel // Pre-shaped elbows // 100% 
organic cotton // Multi-entry pockets at chest // 
front buttoning // Buttoned cuffs
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SOURCE CREW T-SHIRT–LSWSOURCE CREW NECK–LSW

Utilising Organic Cottons and 
recycled materials, this generation  
of t-shirts, crew-necks and hoodies  
are designed to be comfortable, 
casual, sustainable and long-lasting. 
Fits are relaxed with a focus on  
being highly ergonomic for  
free-feeling movement.

SOURCE
The SOURCE Crew Neck is shaped for a regular 

fit and features a raglan sleeve for free-feeling 
arm movement. Made from 100% Organic Cotton, 

it‘s sustainably made and soft to touch.

The SOURCE Crew Neck T-Shirt boasts a modern, 
casual fit. Made from 100% Organic Cotton,  

skate-inspired detailing such as longer sleeves and  
a functional chest pocket, this T-Shirt ain‘t basic. 

LSW-JERSEY ORGANIC COTTON

Chest pocket under flap // Flatlock seam  
at collar // Long short sleeves // Regular fit

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE

LSW-DIAGONAL ORGANIC COTTON 300MG/M2

Ribbed collar, cuff and hem // Regular fit // 
Multi entry chest pockets

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWSGW21-LSCN FWSGW21-SCRT

SHARP GREENSHARP GREEN DEEP FORESTPINK FEATHER SLATE BLACKSLATE BLACK
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RAW JOGGER–BSWRAW MW CREW LS–BSWRAW MW BALACLAVA  
HOODIE–BSW
Made from 90% Midweight Merino Wool & ergonomically 
designed to stretch naturally with your body. The hood fits 
snugly under a helmet and also doubles as a high collar. 

Whether adventuring on the mountain or relaxing after 
a day on the slopes, this technical crew neck is dependable 

as it is comfortable. Made from 90% Midweight Merino 
Wool, the Midweight RAW Crew Long Sleeve is ergonomic 

and stretches naturally.

The RAW MW Jogger is made from 90% Midweight Merino 
Wool, for cozy warmth and coveted elastic properties. 

A dRAWcord at the waist, hand pockets and narrow leg bottoms 
allow this piece to thrive as an underlayer or as a standalone.

BSW-RAPT™ MERINO WOOL / BRUSHED

Regular fit // Thumb loops

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWSG20-BLCM

BSW-RAPT™ MERINO WOOL / BRUSHED

Elasticated waist with dRAWcord // Zippered 
hand pockets // Slim fitting leg bottoms

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWSG20-BLFB

SLATE BLACK

BSW-RAPT™ MERINO WOOL / BRUSHED

Regular fit // Ergonomic hood and high collar 
// Thumb loops

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWSG20-BLBH

SLATE BLACK SLATE BLACK
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Protection from the elements 
begins with proper base 
wear: the first and last line 
of defense. We design RAW 
BSW garments to act as 
a second skin: functional in 
the alpine and comfortable 
when relaxing off the hill.

RAW



RAW RAW 3/4 TIGHT–LSWRAW LW CREW LS–BSW RAW LW CREW SS–BSW

MERINO

The RAW LW Long Sleeve Crew is lightweight, ergonomic and 
perfect for the slightly warmer days. Featuring thumb loops 
and an extended back for added comfort and style. Made 
from 100% Merino Wool. 

The RAW LW Short Sleeve Crew is lightweight, ergonomic and 
perfect for the slightly warmer days. Featuring an extended back 
for extra comfort and style. Made from 100% Merino Wool. 

BSW-LIGHTWEIGHT MERINO WOOL

Regular fit // Thumb loops // Longer back

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWSG20-BLCL

SLATE BLACK

BSW-LIGHTWEIGHT MERINO WOOL

Regular fit // Longer back

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWSG20-BLST

SLATE BLACK SLATE BLACK

The RAW ¾ Jogger is designed to match perfectly with ski 
socks and boots. Uncomfortable bunching, be gone! With 

flatlock seams and made from 100% Merino Wool, this piece 
is the perfect base layer for long, hard (read: epic) days on 

the hill.

BSW-LIGHTWEIGHT MERINO WOOLFABRIC

SIZES XS — XXL

CODE FWSG20-BLBB

FEATURES Flat waistband // Flatlock seams

Merino wool is shorn from high 
country sheep that are equipped for 

sub-zero temperatures as well as the 
heat of summer. 

This makes this naturally soft fibre 
the best thing to have next to your 

skin in any technical Alpine layering 
silhouette. Merino wool boasts 

unparalleled breathability, anti-odor 
properties, an incredible warmth to 

weight ratio and moisture wicking 
abilities to move moisture away 

from your body, keeping you warm, 
comfortable and dry. 
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Our values MANIFEST in these garments: high 
quality materials and uncompromising design, all 
without sacrificing style. Intended for freeride skiing, 
snowboarding and other high-intensity winter sports.

W MANIFEST
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W MANIFEST 2L JKT–WPS W MANIFEST 2L BIB–WPS
The Women‘s MANIFEST 2-Layer Jacket features the 
beautifully bare necessities. A waxed outer shell and 
adjustable storm-hood keep you inspired and protected 
from the elements while a high-quality lining fabric provides 
coveted comfort. Additionally, extra-wide hand pockets stow 
all of a gal‘s essentials.

WPS-2L OXFORD WAX & PRINT (10,000MM / 5000G)FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

FWAPW21-WM2J

Back pack and harness friendly // Storm hood with 
bonded visor // Bonded front pockets // Jacket to 
pant connection system // Side vents // Zipped chest 
pocket under flap // Inner pocket with media outlet // 
YKK Vislon Aquaguard® zips

FEATURES

STATE BLACK

LIGHT STONE

PASTEL CANYON

STATE BLACK

LIGHT STONE

PASTEL CANYON

CODE

Fully waterproof and lightweight, the Women‘s MANIFEST 
2-Layer Bib is stylish, comfortable and dependable on the 

deepest powder days. Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro fabric on 
the sidebody allows for uninhibited movement. Roll-up gaiters 

and kick patches provide the utmost durability. Crafted with 
backpacks and harnesses in mind, this piece is ideal for women 

who venture into the backcountry.

WPS-2L OXFORD WAX & PRINT (10,000MM / 5000G)
MDL-POLARTEC® POWERSTRETCH® PRO™

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

CODE FWAPW21-WM2B

FEATURES Long front opening zipper // Jacket to pant 
connection system // YKK Aquaguard® zips // 
Stretch side panels // Hidden kick patches // 
Non-slip boot gaitors // Flat buckles
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W MANIFEST CREW NECK–PFL W MANIFEST POWERSTRETCH PRO HOODIE–MDL

POLARTEC 
POWERSTRETCH

PRO

The Women‘s MANIFEST Crewneck is minimalist and 
efficient underneath a shell and also stands alone as an 
understated outer layer, conditions permitting. Polartec® 
Power Stretch® Pro fabric on the sidebody and sleeves 
provides unrestricted movement; sustainably Sourced 
PrimaLoft® Black Eco insulation offers lightweight warmth; 
and the durable, water repellent exterior ensures high-
quality protection.

LTS-AIRTASTIC™ DWR 20D RIPSTOP
PFL-PRIMALOFT® BLACK ECO INSULATION 60G/M2
MDL-POLARTEC® POWERSTRETCH® PRO™

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

FWAPW21-WMCN

Shoulder zip for easy entry // Zipped handwarmer 
pockets // Ribbed collar and cuffs // Side and sleeves 
panels: polartec® power stretch® pro™ // Longer 
back // Raglan sleeves

FEATURES

CODE

Equally comfortable and stylish as your traditional hoodie, but 
with extra tech to keep you warm and dry on the mountain. 

Made from quick-drying Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro fabric, this 
piece provides free-feeling movement and protection from the 

elements. Complementing its soft hand feel, flat seams provide 
even more comfort.

MDL-POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® PRO™FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

CODE FWAPW21-WMPH

FEATURES Large hood // Handwarmer pockets // Rounded 
sleeve shape // Thumb loops // Flatlock seams

SLATE BLACK

LIGHT STONE

SNOW WHITE

STATE BLACK

SNOW WHITE

PASTEL CANYON

POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® PRO™ 
OFFERS IMPRESSIVE ELASTIC STRETCH FOR 

MOVEMENT AND COMFORT.

Advanced dual-surface knit construction gives 
Power Stretch® Pro™ enough tensile strength 
and abrasion resistance for durable shape 
recovery. Performance wicking abilities mean it 
keeps up with any activity, removing moisture 
from the skin‘s  surface, and wicking to the 
fabric surface for quick evaporation. The 4-way 
stretch of POLARTEC® POWER STRETCH® 
PRO™ ensures ease of movement while the 
construction of the fabric provides temperature 

and moisture regulation. 
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W CATALYST

A reaction between two opposing elements that sparks change, 
energy and zeal. On one side: freestyle spirit and a streetwear 
fit. On the other: technical features and the absolute highest 
quality materials. 
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W CATALYST 2L JKT–WPS W CATALYST 2L PANT–WPS 
Freestyle expression meets superior technicality. Modern 
cuts appeal to even the most style-conscious freeskiers while 
waterproofing, bonded seams and a protective hood battle 
the nasty elements. The Women‘s 2-Layer Jacket is  warm, 
breathable and eco-forward, thanks to PrimaLoft® insulation 
made from 80% post-consumer recycled content.

WPS-2L OTTOMAN RECYCLED YARN (15,000MM / 10,000G)
PFL-PRIMALOFT® BLACK ECO INSULATION 60G/M2

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

FWAPW21-WC2J

Helmet-compatible hood // Hand pockets under flap 
// Chest pockets // Sleeve ski pass pocket // Under 
arm vents // Removable powder skirt // Adjustable 
hem and cuffs // Jacket to pant connection system

FEATURES

STATE BLACK

ICE BLUE

ALPINE LAKE

STATE BLACK

ICE BLUE

ALPINE LAKE

CODE

The Women‘s CATALYST 2-Layer pant utilizes a slightly lighter 
PrimaLoft® insulation than its partner jacket. It‘s still made from 
80% post-consumer recycled material for a comfortable, warm, 
environmentally-friendly piece. Kick-patches and roll up gaiters 
bolster durability so you can keep pushing limits in the alpine, 

day in and day out.

WPS-2L OTTOMAN RECYCLED YARN (15,000MM / 10,000G)
PFL-PRIMALOFT® BLACK ECO INSULATION 40G/M2

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

CODE FWAPW21-WC2P

FEATURES Adjustable waistband // YKK Vislon Aquaguard® 
zips // Large cargo pockets // Jacket to pant 
connection system // Articulated knees // Inner-
leg vents // Hidden kick patches and boot gaiters
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W CATALYST RIDING SHIRT–PFL
The Women‘s CATALYST Riding Shirt is made with a water 
repellent, 3-layered body fabric to battle wind and biting 
temps. Its insulation is created with a special high-frequency 
quilt pattern for durability and a down-proof lining for 
delightful comfort. Style hints like the rib-knitted bomber 
collar and cuffs add flair that will turns heads both on and 
off the mountain.

PFL-DWR 35D HIGH FREQUENCYFABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

FWAPW21-WCRS

Multi-functional chest pocket // Hand warmer 
pockets // Rib knit collar & hem

FEATURES

PRAIRIE SAND

SLATE BLUE

ALPINE LAKE

CODE

PFL-DWR 35D 
HIGH FREQUENCY

THIS WEATHER-RESISTANT FABRIC 
USES NO NEEDLES IN IT‘S QUILTING, 
MAKING IT LESS SUSCEPTIBLE 
TO MOISTURE PENETRATION. 

The super-soft insulation is quilted with 
a high frequency technique and finished 
with a DWR coating — all keeping you 
dry, warm and comfortable.
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W ROOT

A product family inspired by our all-time favorite designs from the past.  
We‘ve reinvigorated the classics with modern details and fabrics,  
ensuring these garments excel with maximum versatility for Alpine Living.



W ROOT W 3L JKT–WPS W ROOT ANORAK–LTS / UNISEX
Boosting the tech factor in our progressive outdoor 
product family, the Women‘s ROOT 3L Jacket is 
extremely waterproof and breathable, all while featuring 
a contemporary yet classic design. Functional details are 
covered for activities on high peaks and down in the valleys. 
The breathable 3L membrane is backed by thoughtfully 
placed vents for optimal temperature regulation.

WPS-3L NYLON DULL (10,000MM / 10,000G) FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

FWAPW21-WRTJ

100% Seam sealed // Adjustable storm hood with 
bonded visor // Roll-up feature converts hood to high 
collar with snap buttons // Bonded chest pocket with 
YKK Vislon aquaguard® zipper // Multi-entry side 
pockets under magnetic buttoned flap // YKK Vislon 
aquaguard® center front zipper // Large back vent 
with laser cuts under flap // Adjustable cuffs with 
tone on tone webbing // Interior security pocket with 
media outlet and laser cut details

FEATURES

LIGHT STONE

CODE SLATE BLACK

SLATE BLUE

This unisex design blends retro vibes with performance tech, 
helping it to thrive through alpine adventures of all sorts. A high 

Polartec®-lined collar provides protection from wet, wind and 
cold, while a minimalist trim and streetwear fit earn style points 

on and off the hill.

WPS-2L-OXFORD RECYCLED YARN (10,000MM / 10,000G)
POLARTEC® SHEARLING FLEECE (COLLAR)

FABRIC

SIZES (UNISEX) XS — XXL

CODE FWAP20-FSAJ // FWAPW21-FSAJ 

FEATURES Long fit // YKK Vislon Aquaguard® zips // 1/4 
length front zip // Polartec® Shearling fleece 
collar // Handwarmer pockets // Ribbed 
cuffs

PRAIRIE SAND

SLATE BLUE
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W ROOT DOWN JKT–MDL W ROOT PILLOW FLEECE–MDL
For optimal insulation in freezing-cold temperatures, the 
Women‘s ROOT Down Jacket is the eco-friendly choice 
thanks to 100% recycled feathers and down. The lightweight 
liner is soft and comfortable, and underarm vents provide 
reliable temperature regulation.

WPS- LIGHT WOVEN SHELL (600MM / 3000G)
WPS-2L LIGHT WOVEN NYLON (10,000MM / 10,000G)
RE-DOWN 80/20

FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

FWAPW21-WRDJ

Recycled down insulation // Pre-shaped sleeves and 
a longer back length // Nylon reinforcement at hood 
and shoulder // Adjustable storm hood // Tall collar 
with polytricot liner for comfort // YKK Vislon center 
front zipper with flap // Two large side pockets  with 
inner zipped pockets // Interior security pocket with 
media outlet and FW laser cut details // Interior large 
stretch mesh pocket // Small skipass pocket with 
laser cut finish

FEATURES

SLATE BLUE

LIGHT STONE

SNOW WHITE SNOW WHITE

CODE

SLATE BLACK

PASTEL CANYON

The Women‘s ROOT Pillow Fleece dRAWs inspiration from the 
ever-popular designs of yesteryear, and comes updated for the 

modern outdoor woman. The highest quality POLARTEC® fabrics 
provide comfort and durability. Features such as a packable 

pillow make this piece as versatile, fun and spontaneous as the 
ladies who sport it.

MDL-POLARTEC® SHEARLING 300 SERIES™FABRIC

SIZES XS — XL

CODE FWAPW21-WRPF

FEATURES Bluesign approved high-pile fleece // 
Quarter-zip pullover with stand up collar 
// Hand-warmer pockets with YKK Vislon 
zippers // Ribbed hem and ribbed foldable 
cuffs // Flatlock seams // Storage bag makes 
it a packable pillow

RE-DOWN 
80/20

THIS SUSTAINABLY SOURCED DOWN  
IS THE ECO-FRIENDLY CHOICE FOR MID 

WINTER PUFF LAYERS. THE 100% RECYCLED 
INSULATION IS FEATURED 

IN THE ROOT DOWN JACKET 
+ W ROOT DOWN JACKET. 

Down and feathers have been recycled since 
people began to use them as filling material 
for their bedding products. In the old times, 
farmers took the down out of the fabric shell 
when their duvet was too damaged. They 
washed the down, added new down to it and 
filled it into a new shell. The Re:Down process 
is based on this ancient practice but thanks to 
the most advanced technologies, we offer high 

quality 100% recycled down and feathers.
 

The Re:Down RAW material are tracable 
from the post consumer product stage to 
the finished, regenerated product. Re:Down 
comes mainly from textile waste collectors. 
We choose our partners for their social values 
and the transparency of their business. Most of 
them are mixed economy companies between 
private owners and charity organisations. 
Re:Down uses the most environmentally frien-
dly methods to regenerate down and feathers 
- from factory electricity powered by 30% 
solar, to water treatment, chemical free sterili-
zation and the water-resistant finish provided 

by an ecological FC free formula.
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W SOURCE CREW T-SHIRT–LSWW SOURCE CREW NECK–LSWW SOURCE HOODIE–LSW
The Women‘s SOURCE Crew Neck is shaped for 

women and features a raglan sleeve for free-feeling 
arm movement. Made from 100% Organic Cotton.

The Women‘s SOURCE T-Shirt features a modern, 
regular fit for women — no princess cuts, here. Made 

from 100% Organic Cotton.

LSW-JERSEY ORGANIC COTTON

Darts at front and back //  
Regular fit for women

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XL

CODE

LSW-DIAGONAL ORGANIC COTTON 300MG/M2

Ribbed collar and cuff //  
Regular fit for women

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XL

CODE FWSGW21-WSCN FWSGW21-WNST

The Women‘s SOURCE Zip Hoodie features a women‘s cut, full zip 
and two spacious hand pockets, for a perfect mix of simplicity, comfort 
and essential function. Made from recylced polyester and organic 
cotton, you may sport this piece and feel just as good as you look. 

LSW-INTERLOCK RECYCLED

Large hood and high collar // Recylced polyester 
in a brushed tech knit // Handwarmer pockets // 
Ribbed cuffs and hem // YKK Vislon center front 
zipper with flap // Media pocket inside front pocket

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XL

CODE FWSGW21-WSZH

SLATE BLACK PINK FEATHER PINK FEATHERSHARP GREENPALE LEAF PALE LEAFSLATE BLACK SLATE BLACK
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W SOURCE

Utilising Organic Cottons  
and recycled materials, this 
generation of t-shirts, crew-necks 
and hoodies are designed to be 
comfortable, casual, sustainable  
and long-lasting. Fits are relaxed  
with a focus on being highly 
ergonomic for free-feeling 
movement.



RAW JOGGER / UNISEX

SLATE BLACK

The RAW MW Jogger is made from 90% Midweight Merino Wool, 
for cozy warmth and coveted elastic properties. A dRAWcord at 

the waist, hand pockets and narrow leg bottoms allow this piece 
to thrive as an underlayer or as a standalone.

BSW-RAPT™ MERINO WOOL / BRUSHEDFABRIC

SIZES (UNISEX) XS — XXL

CODE FWSG20-BLFB

FEATURES Elasticated waist with dRAWcord  
// Zippered hand pockets  

// Slim fitting leg bottoms
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Protection from the elements 
begins with proper base wear:  
the first and last line of defense. 
We design RAW BSW garments  
to act as a second skin: functional 
in the alpine and comfortable 
when relaxing off the hill.         
 

W RAW



W RAW LW CREW 
LONG SLEEVE

MERINO

The Women‘s RAW LW Long Sleeve Crew is lightweight, 
ergonomic and perfect for the slightly warmer days. Featuring 
thumb loops and an extended back for added comfort and 
style. Made from 100% Merino Wool. 

BSW-LIGHTWEIGHT MERINO WOOL

Regular women‘s fit // Thumb loops // 
Longer back

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XL

CODE FWAPW21-WRLC

SLATE BLACK

W RAW TIGHT 3/4

The Women‘s RAW ¾ Jogger is designed to match perfectly with 
ski socks and boots. With flatlock seams and made from 100% 
Merino Wool, this piece is the perfect base layer for long days 
on the hill. 

BSW-LIGHTWEIGHT MERINO WOOL

Flat waistband // Flatlock seams // Regular 
women‘s fit

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES XS — XL

CODE FWAPW21-WRTT

SLATE BLACK

MERINO WOOL IS SHORN FROM HIGH 
COUNTRY SHEEP THAT ARE EQUIPPED FOR 
SUB-ZERO TEMPERATURES AS WELL AS THE 

HEAT OF SUMMER. 

This makes this naturally soft fibre the best 
thing to have next to your skin in any technical 
Alpine layering silhouette. Merino wool boasts 
unparalleled breathability, anti-odor proper-
ties, an incredible warmth to weight ratio and 
moisture wicking abilities to move moisture 
away from your body, keeping you warm, 

comfortable and dry. 
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FW accessories are designed to style  
and protect you come rain, snow, or shine.

AXS
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AXS ROOT GAITER–WPS AXS SUSPENDERS–AXS AXS MERINO NECK  
WARMER–AXS

AXS MERINO HOODIE  
NECK WARMER–AXS

For the pragmatic adventurer who likes to keep snow and rain outside of 
their boots. (Yeah, it‘s for everyone.) The ROOT Gaiter is all-new to the 
FW Accessories range, with reinforced 3-Layer fabric and the technical 
details to remain fixed and functional.

WPS-3L 4WAY STRETCH NYLON (SLATE BLACK & LT. STONE)

WPS-3L NYLON DULL (DEEP FOREST)

3-Layer fabric with hidden reinforcement // 
Elasticated bottom // Webbing adjustment 
to fix gaiter under foot sole // Webbing 
adjustment adjustment at top of gaiter

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES M — L

CODE FWAPW21-ROGT

Keep you pants on with the adjustable FW Suspenders, featuring 
ergonomic buckles that lie comfortably flat against your body.

NYLON SUSPENDERS

Adjustable and ergonomic suspenders with 
flat buckles // Buckles in full matt black

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE FWSGW21-FWSP

SLATE BLACK

The FW Merino Hoodie Neck Warmer can be thrown over a helmet, 
beanie or just over your head. This park-inspired accessory blocks out 
the cold and protects your head and neck so you can concentrate on 

stomping your next trick. 

A snug fitting Merino Neck Warmer to be worn under a helmet or 
beanie. Soft against your skin, breathable and protective against 

harsh winds, cold temperatures and harmful UV rays, this accessory is 
the finishing piece of any on-mountain silhouette. 

BSW-LIGHTWEIGHT MERINO WOOL

Regular fit that fits under helmet // Single 
jersey merino for breathability // Lightweight 

merino wool

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE

BSW-RAPT™ MERINO WOOL/BRUSHED
BSW-LIGHTWEIGHT MERINO WOOL

Relaxed hood that fits over helmet compatible // 
Drawcord adjustment // Midweight merino wool hood 

// Lightweight merino wool at chin for breathability

FABRIC

FEATURES

SIZES ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE FWSGW21-MRHN FWSGW21-MRNK

SLATE BLACKLIGHT STONE SLATE BLACKDEEP FORESTSLATE BLACK
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AXS HIPSTER BEANIE–AXS AXS HIPSTER  
TALL BEANIE–AXS

AXS SOFT CAPAXS ARCH CAP

100% ACRYLIC 100% ACRYLIC

Hipster beanie fit Tall beanie fit

FABRIC FABRIC

FEATURES FEATURES

SIZES SIZESONE SIZE FITS ALL ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE CODEFWSGW21-HIPB FWSGW21-HPTB

ACRYCLIC / WOOLFABRIC

SIZES ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE FWSG20-ARCP

ALPINE FOREST

POLYCOTTONFABRIC

SIZES ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE FWSGW21-FWSC

DEEP FOREST GOLDEN EARTH SNOW WHITESLATE BLACK SLATE BLUE ICE BLUESHARP GREENSLATE BLACK
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www.FWapparel.com

FULL STACK SUPPLY CO
29 ROUTE DE MAUVOISIN, 1934 LE CHÂBLE

SWITZERLAND
SALES: SALES@FWAPPAREL.COM
SERVICES: INFO@FWAPPAREL.COM
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AXS SOFT CAPAXS ARCH CAP

ACRYCLIC / WOOLFABRIC

SIZES ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE FWSG20-ARCP

ALPINE FOREST

POLYCOTTONFABRIC

SIZES ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE FWSGW21-FWSC

ICE BLUESHARP GREENSLATE BLACK
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Welcome to our 20/21 Collection. 
We’ve got the details covered: 
technical materials with functional 
purpose, delivered in rich color 
palettes and understated branding – 
Gear for Alpine Living.


